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not till 1929 that there were enacted—by a conservative govern-
ment—those organic changes recommended twenty years earlier.
But, although less widely resented, an even worse case for the
country was that of town-planning. The English system of
regulating new building only by by-laws had proved its insuffi-
ciency. It secured certain sanitary and structural minima, but
did not prevent the extensions of English towns from being
among the meanest, ugliest, and most higgledy-piggledy in
Europe. Object lessons set by private enlightenment at Port
Sunlight, Bournville, Letchworth, and the Hampstead Garden
Suburb struck the public imagination; and about the same time
knowledge came to England of the great work pioneered in
Germany by way of enabling towns to plan out their detailed
development. The 'Garden City' idea, preached by Ebenezer
Howard, met the 'example of Germany' idea, preached by
T. G. Horsfall and others, in most hopeful conjunction; practical
men took them up, and sound policies were soberly worked
out, which only needed legislation to get started. Again the one
man blocked the way. In 1909 Burns carried a Housing and
Town Planning Act, the town planning portion of which was a
'masterpiece of the obstructive art. It made town planning
schemes nominally possible, but planted such a hedge of deter-
rent regulations round them, that in ten years less than 10,000
acres were brought under planning.1 At the same time it
blocked any real town planning legislation, advocates of which
were told to wait and see how the Act worked. This was almost
a major disaster for England. For if, as would otherwise have
happened, a real national start had been made with town
planning in 1909 or 1910, all the foundation work could have
been done on it in the years before 1914, when building was
quiet; and after the war, when the nation needed a flood of new
houses, the whole development would have proceeded on
planned instead of planless lines. England to-day would be a
different and a better country.
Sanitation and public health made great progress in this
period, though only after 1908, when Dr. (afterwards Sir Arthur)
Newsholme was appointed chief medical officer at the local
government board, was much impulse to it given from the
centre. Before, it came chiefly from individual medical officers
1 The bulk of the little done was a single scheme put through for about nine
square miles of Middlesex by the public spirit of a college.

